A visual approach for user-guided feature fusion
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Abstract—Dimensionality Reduction transforms data from high-dimensional space into visual space preserving the existing relationships. This abstract representation of complex data enables exploration of data similarities, but brings challenges about the analysis and interpretation for users on mismatching between their expectations and the visual representation. A possible way to model these understandings is via different feature extractors, because each feature has its own way to encode characteristics. Since there is no perfect feature extractor, the combination of multiple sets of features has been explored through a process called feature fusion. Feature fusion can be readily performed when machine learning or data mining algorithms have a cost function. However, when such a function does not exist, user support needs to be provided otherwise the process is impractical. In this project, we present a novel feature fusion approach that employs data samples and visualization to allow users to not only effortlessly control the combination of different feature sets but also to understand the attained results. The effectiveness of our approach is confirmed by a comprehensive set of qualitative and quantitative experiments, opening up different possibilities for user-guided analytical scenarios. The ability of our approach to provide real-time feedback for feature fusion is exploited in the context of unsupervised clustering techniques, where users can perform an exploratory process to discover the best combination of features that reflects their individual perceptions about similarity.

A traditional way to visualize data similarities is via scatter plots, however, they suffer from overlap issues. Overlapping hides data distributions and makes the relationship among data instances difficult to observe, which hampers data exploration. To tackle this issue, we developed a technique called Distance-preserving Grid (DGrid). DGrid employs a binary space partitioning process in combination with Dimensionality Reduction output to create orthogonal regular grid layouts. DGrid ensures non-overlapping instances because each data instance is assigned only to one grid cell. Our results show that DGrid outperforms the existing state-of-the-art techniques, whereas requiring only a fraction of the running time and computational resources rendering DGrid as a very attractive method for large datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, data is a critical component for intelligent decision making. For example, business analysts use data for decision making and observe a remarkable increase in the adoption of visualization as an important tool to guide decision making. Visualization provides an effective bridge for analysts to make sense of the data, and unveil interesting insights [1]. A way to involve users in an analysis process using visualization is known as Visual Analytics (VA). VA provides a visual interface between automated techniques and users to effectively combine their strengths [2], [3]. This duality results in a closely communication between users and machines, where computational results are communicated by visualizations and user feedback is expressed by interactions.

One of the most common techniques in VA is Dimensionality Reduction (DR) [4]–[6]. DR transforms data to a lower-dimensional space, so that salient structures or patterns are perceived while exploring data similarities. However, DR might provide a non-understandable visualization for users, because they might also have other insights on similarities. Hence, there is a disconnect between how users and machines perceive data similarities. One possible way to model user understandings is via different feature extractors. An image can be described with different characteristics such as color, texture, shape, and so on. Among these features, we would like to find the best feature for a specific task. However, each feature provides complementary information, and there is no perfect one. A possible solution is to integrate all features in a process known as feature fusion. A simple strategy is to concatenate all features into one single feature vector [7]. Another strategy is weighing features automatically. Typically, the learned weights aim to improve an objective function. For example, [8] optimize an error function that decides which feature to combine through a deep learning model. Usually, this combination improves an optimization function associated with an evaluation metric (e.g. accuracy). However, when an optimization function is not available or there is some subjectivity associated, the most reliable source are users.

Since the similarity between data instances is on the eye of the viewer, it is desirable to incorporate users understanding and control the semantic of similarities. In this thesis, we introduce User-guided feature fusion. Our goal is to generate an interpretable feature fusion using a visual representation and an initial weighting feature combination, which is defined by users according to their point of view. In this process, first a sample of each feature is selected, and they are mapped to a common space preserving the distance relationships of the individual feature, therein an alignment of all features are performed to ensure consistency among features. This mapped sample is used to configure the weights for the feature fusion process. Then, the sample and the initial weights configuration are the input for a local affine transformation. This transformation propagates the user-defined semantic of similarity to the whole data ensuring that user-defined understanding is preserved.

When analyzing the similarity between instances, scatter plot is usually used. However, scatter plot might produce
layouts with overlapped graphical elements and suffers from occlusion problems, which can hamper exploratory data analysis. To address such limitation, some approaches employ post-processing strategies [9], [10] or put constraints on the projection process [11] to remove the overlapping. However, they make poor use of the visual space, creating layouts with void areas. In order to make better use of the available space, distance preserving grid techniques have been devised to arrange the graphical elements into grids, using as much as possible the visual space. Currently, the state-of-the-art approaches to produce distance-preserving grids solve assignment problems [12], [13] or use permutations to optimize cost functions [14], [15]. Although precise, such strategies are computationally expensive, limited to small datasets. However, in the era of Big Data, there is a clear need of simple and efficient techniques for creating grid layouts. In this thesis, we introduce a novel approach, called Distance-preserving Grid (DGrid) that combines DR techniques with a space-partitioning strategy to create orthogonal regular distance-preserving grids. Our process maps points from \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) to a grid. The grid is split in half on the axis with more elements. Next, we assign the first half of the points to the top or left grid. The remaining half is assigned to the bottom or right half of the grid. This process is repeated recursively until there is only one point in each grid cell. Despite its simplicity, the quality of the produced layouts and the running times render DGrid as a very attractive method for large datasets.

II. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

The main goal of this thesis is to allow users to control similarity relationships according to properties in different features via visual representations. Specifically, we investigate the following hypothesis:

"Visual representations will support users to control similarity relationships for feature fusion matching users’ point of view, in comparison to methods without using these representations."

The contributions of this thesis are threefold:

- A novel visual approach for feature fusion, users visually correlate features to match their point of view regarding similarity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that visual representations are exploited as a mechanism for feature fusion;
- A novel distance-preserving grid layout technique, that preserves distance and neighborhood, while running in a fraction of time in relation to current state-of-the-art techniques;
- A framework to explore multimedia data that allows real-time tuning of the semantics of the similarity between instances to match user’s expectations and the navigation of large collections into different levels of detail.

In Section III and IV, we present our two approaches with their respective evaluations. Finally, in section V, our conclusion is presented.

Fig. 1. Overview of our process for feature fusion. Initially a sample is extracted, combined and visualized. Based on this, the user can test different weights to fuse the features and observe the outcome. Once sample combination reflects the user expectation, the same weights are used to combine the complete sets of features that can then be used on subsequent tasks, such as clustering.

III. USER-GUIDED FEATURE FUSION

Our approach for feature fusion employs a two phase strategy to support users on defining combinations that reflect a particular point-of-view regarding similarity relationships. In the first phase, samples \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_h \) are extracted from each different set of features \( F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_h \) and merged so that each set \( S_i \) presents the same objects but represented using the different types of features. Each sample \( S_i \) is then mapped to a vectorial representation \( R_i \in \mathbb{R}^m \) preserving as much as possible the distance relationships between the instances. These vectorial representations are then combined to generate a single representation \( \bar{R} = \alpha_1 R_1 + \alpha_2 R_2 + \ldots + \alpha_h R_h \), which is then visualized.

The user can then change the feature weights and observe the outcome. Once the sample visualization reflects the user expectations, that is, once the proper weights \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_h \) are found, the second step takes place and the defined weights are used to combine the complete set of features. In this process, the vectorial sample representations \( R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_h \) and the samples \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_h \) are used to construct models to map each set of feature \( F_i \) to a vectorial representation \( V_i \in \mathbb{R}^m \).

Since these vectorial representations are embedded in the same space, they can be combined using the weights \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_h \), obtaining the final vectorial representation \( \bar{V} \) that matches the user’s expectations defined by the sample visualization. Figure 1 outlines our approach showing the involved steps. Next, we detail these steps, starting with the sampling and the dimensionality reduction.

A. Sampling and Mapping

Since users employ the sample visualization to guide the feature fusion process, it is important to have all possible data structures from the different features represented. Therefore, we recover samples from each different set of features so as to faithfully represent the distribution of each individual set.

In this process, we can extract samples from each set \( F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_h \) separately using a cluster-based strategy.

\[ \begin{align*}
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extracting the sample sets \(S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_h\), we merge their indexes into a unified set of indexes. Then we recreate the sets \(S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_h\) to have the instances with the indexes contained in the unified set of indexes. Therefore, all sample sets have the same instances \(q\), which is mandatory for the sample visualization given that we visualize the combination of all features \(\mathbf{R}\). Also we guarantee that the structures defined by the different types of features are represented by the samples.

After recovering the samples, we map them to a common \(m\)-dimensional space, obtaining their vectorial representation \(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_h \in \mathbb{R}^m\) so that we can combine them to obtain \(\mathbf{R} \in \mathbb{R}^m\) (for the sample visualization). In this process, each set of samples \(S_i\) is mapped to \(\mathbb{R}^m\) preserving as much as possible the distance relationships. We do this by minimizing

\[
E_{\text{ud}}(S_i) = \frac{1}{q^2} \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \left( \delta(s_i', s_j') - ||r_i' - r_j'|| \right)^2
\] (1)

where \(s_i'\) and \(s_j'\) are instances in \(S_i\), \(\delta(s_i', s_j')\) is the distance between them, and \(r_i'\) and \(r_j'\) are the vectorial representations in the \(m\)-dimensional space of \(s_i'\) and \(s_j'\), respectively.

Besides preserving distance relationships, our mapping process aims to align the vectorial representations so that \(r_i'\) is placed as close as possible to \(r_j' \forall j \in [1, h]\) without affecting the distance preservation of the individual mappings. This is necessary since the unified sample representation is calculated as a convex combination of these representations, that is, \(\mathbf{R} = c_1 R_1, c_2 R_2, \ldots, c_h R_h\), with \(\sum c_i = 1\), and misalignments could result in meaningless unified representations. We first calculate the normalized average distance matrix \(\overline{\Delta} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i} \Delta s_i\) by combining the distance matrices of all sets of features, where \(\Delta s_i\) is the distance matrix calculated from \(S_i\). Then we map \(\overline{\Delta}\) to the \(m\)-dimensional space using the Equation (1). The idea is to use this average representation as a guide to align the vectorial representations \(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_h\) minimizing

\[
E_{\text{ud}}(S_i) = \frac{1}{q^2} \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \left( d(\overline{\Delta}, r_i') - ||r_i' - r_j'|| \right)^2
\] (2)

where \(d(\overline{\Delta}, r_i')\) is the distance between two instances of the average vectorial representation.

Joining Equation (1) and (2) we define the function we optimize in our mapping process to preserve, as much as possible, the distance relationships of the original features \(S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_h\) in the vectorial representations \(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_h \in \mathbb{R}^m\) while aligning them. This function is given by

\[
E(F_i) = \lambda \cdot E_{\text{ud}}(S_i) + (1 - \lambda) \cdot E_{\text{ud}}(\mathbf{S})
\] (3)

where \(\lambda\) is used to control the importance of the distance preservation and the alignment to the produced vectorial representations. \(\lambda\) is a hyperparameter and can be changed to define a good tradeoff between distance preservation and alignment. To minimize Equation (3) we use stochastic gradient descent with a polynomial decay learning rate.

B. Weighted Feature Combination

Given the sample vectorial representations \(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_h\) we build a set of functions using the process defined in [16] to map each feature set \(F_i\) into its vectorial representation \(V_i \in \mathbb{R}^m\) preserving as much as possible the distance relationships while obeying the geometry defined in \(R_i\). In this process, each instance \(f_j' \in F_i\) is mapped to the \(m\)-dimensional space through an orthogonal local affine transformation \(T_{ij} : \mathbb{R}^f \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m\), where \(q'\) is the dimensionality of \(F_i\). The affine transformation \(T_{ij}(f) = fM + t\) associated to \(f_j'\) is defined so as to minimize:

\[
\sum_k \beta_k ||T_{ij}(s_k') - r_k'||^2
\] (4)

where \(\beta_k = ||s_k' - f'_k||^{-2}\), with \(s_k'\) the original feature representation of the \(k\)-th sample in \(S_i\).

The sample vectorial representations \(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_h\) dictates the geometry of the embeddings \(V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_h\). Since they are aligned by the mapping process defined in the previous section, the linear combination \(V = \alpha_1 V_1, \alpha_2 V_2, \ldots, \alpha_h V_h\) can be performed to obtain the final embedding \(V\) that incorporates the structures defined by each set of features, weighted according to the user’s point-of-view. For more information about this affine transformation and how the sample vectorial representation controls the final results, please refer to [16].

C. Experimental Validation

In this section, we evaluate our mapping and feature combination processes using different datasets in order to show that the sample manipulation effectively controls the complete feature fusion. Next, we describe the employed datasets, detail how we extract features, and present our evaluations.

Datasets

We use five datasets in our tests, named STL-10 [17], Animals [18], Zappos [19], CIFAR-10 [20] and Photographers [21]. These datasets come from different domains.

Features

We use 4 distinct methods to extract features, representing low-level and high-level image components. For the low-level features, we represent (1) color with LAB color histogram; (2) texture with Gabor filters [22]; and (3) shape with HoG technique [23]. For the high-level, we extract deep-features from the pool5 layer using a pre-trained CNN CaffeNet [24].

Quantitative Evaluation

To confirm the quality of our approach, we quantitatively evaluate our mapping and feature combination processes. For the mapping process evaluation, the five datasets are sampled 10 times randomly reducing them to 5\% of their original sizes. We sample the data since we cannot execute the mapping process with large datasets since its memory footprint is \(O(n^2)\). Each different feature from the dataset has its own dimensionality. To ensure a common dimensional space, we calculate the intrinsic dimensionality for each of them and choose the smallest value. This value is used to do the mapping. The minimum values of intrinsic dimensionality are 57, 71, 91, 41, and 83 for STL-10, Animals, Zappos, CIFAR-10, and Photographer datasets, respectively.

We use stress and alignment error to evaluate the mapping process (see Equation 1 and Equation 2, respectively). We
summarize our results in Figure 2 varying the value of $\lambda$. The stress boxplots (in orange) decrease as $\lambda$ increases. On the other hand, alignment boxplots (in blue) have the opposite behavior. This is the expected outcome since larger values of $\lambda$ preserve the distance relationships, whereas smaller values align the data.

Setting $\lambda = 1$ preserves as much as possible the original distance relationships. This is reflected by the average stress $E_{st} = 0.0009$, but it does not ensure a good alignment ($E_{al} = 2.03$). On the other hand, $\lambda = 0$ delivered almost a perfect alignment ($E_{al} = 0.0001$), but it does not enforce the distance preservation ($E_{st} = 0.03$). In this work, we are interested in the best trade-off between distance preservation and alignment so that the alignment is obtained without penalizing the overall distance preservation of the mappings. According to our experiments, we achieved this in the range $\lambda = [0.45, 0.65]$, where both stress and alignment errors are nearly 0 for our experiments (see Figure 2).

For visual analysis, we generate 2D representations of the samples using our mapping process and setting the target dimensionality to two. We show the result for the samples using our mapping process and setting the target experiments (see Figure 2).

### IV. Distance Preserving Grid Layouts

We propose Distance-preserving Grid (DGrid), a technique to efficiently arrange layouts generated by DR techniques. It employs a two step approach to generate uniform grids that preserve, as much as possible, the distances relationships of a given dataset. In the first step, the data instances $D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_N\} \subset \mathbb{R}^m$ are mapped into points on the plane using a multidimensional projection technique, obtaining their 2D Cartesian Coordinates $P = \{(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_N, y_N)\} \subset \mathbb{R}^2$. Then, a grid $G = \{g_{1,1}, g_{1,2}, \ldots, g_{1,w}, \ldots, g_{w,1}, g_{w,2}, \ldots, g_{w,u}\}$ with $w$ rows and $u$ columns, where $w \times u \geq N$, is created, assigning each projected instance $p_i$ to a grid cell $g_{p,q}$.

The reasoning behind our approach is that if the projection $P$ precisely preserves the distances relationships in $D$, and if $G$ preserves the geometry of $D$, $G$ will preserve the distances relationships in $D$. Consider that $P$ has been obtained from $D$. If the points in $P$ are uniformly distributed over the plane and are arranged following the number of rows and columns of the target grid, the process to assign $P$ to $G$ is trivial. In practice, the assumption that the projection is uniformly distributed over the plane and follows the grid pattern seldom holds. Seeking to approximate such constraints, we recursively bisect the projection into non-overlapping partitions until the obtained partitions individually obey, as much as possible, such constraints. Then, (sub)grids are derived from each partition. For the first bisection, consider $P$ as the input projection, and $(w, u)$ the dimension of the target grid. If $w > u$, we split $P$ horizontally, obtaining two partitions $P = P_1 \cup P_2$, so that, the upper partition $P_1$ contains enough instances to completely fill half of the desired grid, that is, $|P_1| = \lfloor w/2 \rfloor \times u$. Otherwise, we split $P$ vertically, so that the left partition $P_1$ contains enough instances to completely fill half of the desired grid, that is, $|P_1| = w \times \lfloor u/2 \rfloor$.

To compute the cells’ indexes from the partitions, we
calculate during the bisecting process the indexes of the top-left corner cells of each (sub)grid resulted from each partition.

The process of bisecting and calculating the top-left corner indexes are successively applied until the resulting partitions obey the uniform distribution and grid pattern constraints. However, using this as a stop criterium would penalize the computational cost of the overall algorithm since it is an $O(N^2)$ procedure for a partition containing $N$ instances. Instead, we execute the bisecting and corner computation process until each partition contains only one instance.

A. Experimental Validation

In this section, we present a quantitative evaluation of the DGrid technique, comparing it against the state-of-the-art in distance preservation grid techniques, Kernelized Sorting (KS) [13], Self-Sorting Map (SSM) [15], and IsoMatch [12]. In this comparison we use three different quality metrics, $k$-neighborhood preservation index ($NP_k$), cross-correlation (CC) [15], and energy function [12]. The $k$-neighborhood preservation index was originally developed to evaluate projections, but here we use it to measure how much the neighborhood in the dataset $D$ is preserved in the grid $G$. $NP_k$ ranges in $[0,1]$, the larger the value the better the result. The cross-correlation measures how well the placements of the data instances in the grid correlate to the dissimilarities among them. The cross-correlation ranges in $[-1,1]$, the large the better. In this work, we normalize the cross-correlation in $[0,1]$ using $CC' = (CC + 1)/2$ to easier the comparison among the different metrics. Finally, the energy function measures how well the pairwise distances between the data instances are preserved by the corresponding distances in the grid. It ranges in $[0,1]$ with larger values rendering better results.

For the tests, we have selected all datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [25] with real-valued attributes and sizes varying between 100 and 2,500 instances, allowing the comparison of the techniques in different scenarios. We only get real-valued datasets so that (Euclidean) distances can be properly calculated, and we limited their sizes due to the high computational complexities and running times of KS and IsoMatch. Also, we have discarded the datasets with missing values, resulting in 38 datasets.

Figure 4 presents boxplots summarizing the results of each technique considering all the 38 datasets. For DGrid, we report results using t-SNE and LAMP techniques to generate the input projections. Although IsoMatch originally employs ISOMAP as input, we also report results using t-SNE and LAMP, so it is possible to compare DGrid and IsoMatch isolating the projection contribution to the quality of the produced results. DGrid, IsoMatch, and KS techniques are deterministic, so we only run each technique once for each dataset. Given the random initialization of the SSM technique, we run it 30 times for each dataset. In Figure 4, the boxplots in red represent the results of the projections (LAMP and t-SNE) used as input by DGrid and IsoMatch techniques. They serve only as baselines to show the correlation between projection quality and grid quality. Notice that, the drop in precision between the projections and the produced grids is expected since the techniques we use do not create uniformly distributed projections. Also note that direct comparisons only make sense among grid layouts, not among grids and projections.

Regarding the $k$-neighborhood preservation index, the best result was attained by the DGrid with t-SNE as input ($NP = 0.52$), better than the other more costly counterparts, IsoMatch ($NP = 0.36$) and KS ($NP = 0.50$). DGrid presents not only the largest mean but also the smallest spread regarding the best and worst results. Comparing the different flavors of DGrid, the results produced using the t-SNE are also considerably superior than the results produced using the LAMP. This is an expected outcome since the formulation of t-SNE favors the preservation of small neighborhoods instead of a global distance preservation as conveyed by the LAMP, which is confirmed by the boxplots of the projections in red. This indicates the impact of the input projection on the produced grid, and also shows that our strategy for assigning the projection to grid cells satisfactorily preserves the input geometry. In this example, we approximate the neighborhood size $k$ to 5% of the dataset size, setting $k = (\lfloor \sqrt{0.05 \times N} \rfloor)^2$. The results for the remaining metrics are in the Ph.D. thesis.

To complement the statistical analysis conveyed by the boxplots, providing more detailed information, we show in Figures 5 the resulting grids for some selected datasets. Aiming at showing different aspects of each technique, we choose datasets with varied distance distributions. In these figures, the cells are colored according to different quality metrics calculated for each cell. The cells colored in black are empty. They exist because we have more cells than instances in these examples. Notice that DGrid, KS, and IsoMatch place all empty cells on the grid borders whereas SSM open spaces inside the grid. The quality metric values are shown below each grid, and the best results are highlighted using a bold font. Although KS is marginally better in one case and presents the same quality as DGrid in other cases, it is an $O(N^3)$ technique and cannot address problems involving large datasets. DGrid is much less expensive so not only small examples can be
processed in a fraction of the time but also it can address larger problems that neither KS nor IsoMatch are capable of.

Finally, we compared DGrid with SSM regarding the running times. We removed the other techniques from this comparison since they are computationally expensive. In this test, we selected 10 datasets from UCI, varying the sizes from 17,000 to 130,000 instances. Figure 6 summarizes the results. Besides the boxplots for DGrid and SSM techniques, the figure shows individual boxplots for the projection and the grid assignment steps. In this example, we are using LAMP to project the data. In average, DGrid is almost two orders of magnitude faster than SSM, but better results can be obtained if a faster projection technique is employed (the projection step dominates the process). Considering the tested techniques, DGrid presents the best tradeoff between running times and quality of the produced grids, placing it among the state-of-the-art techniques for generating distance preserving grids of large datasets.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we addressed the problem of feature fusion when there is no objective function to optimize or when there is a degree of subjectivity in the process. In particular, we involve users in this process allowing them to control the feature fusion process according to their expectations. This process is performed on a sample of features from which users define an initial weighted feature combination. Such weights are propagated to combine the whole dataset. Experiments show that the fusion of the complete dataset preserves the initial user-defined semantic.

For visualization purposes, we proposed a novel approach for generating grid layouts that preserve distance information, called Distance-preserving Grid (DGrid). We provide a set of comparisons, which show that DGrid outperforms the existing state-of-the-art techniques. DGrid is two orders faster than existing techniques and it is scalable for large datasets.

We integrate our approaches into a framework to explore image collections that allows real-time tuning of similarity between images to matching user’s expectations and navigation of large collections into different levels of detail.

This thesis also contributes to broader areas such as visual analytics and visualization. In visual analytics, user’s interactions are important in the analysis process. In our approach, users perform weights combination in a very simple way and they can explore different combinations interactively in real-time. We also advance the state-of-the-art user-based visualization by defining a new way to capture user understanding in feature fusion. This complements traditional similarity-based user interactions, where users individually manipulate points from the visual representation [26]. On visual metaphors side, scatterplots are a simple and intuitive way of visualizing 2D point data. Scatterplots can display data trends, and can allow outlier identification because regions with a higher density of points will be grouped perceptually, which produce overlapped data instances. DGrid and other grid-based techniques solve overlapping problems assigning each point to a single cell. Although DGrid exceeds state-of-the art grid techniques in relation to complexity and precision in preserving distance relationship, it can not replace traditional scatterplots, because DGrid does not preserve data structure. Therefore, a technique that maintains a trade-off between these two metaphors is desirable. A possible solution is to deform the grid using distance information to allow separation between groups. We are developing this idea and tackling the limitations of this thesis.
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